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Involves University community

Bus hearing draws 130
BY JACKIE BfXTON
Managing Editor
A hearing to "decide whether there is a
necessity and demand for a bus service1
in Richmond" was held Tuesday night at
city hall in the presence of at least ISO
spectators and more than IS testifying
Richmond residents, including several
Eastern students and staff members.
Called together by the State Bureau of
Vehicle Registration, the hearing was to
show the feasibility of a bus franchise,
and if successful in showing a need
within one year, the city commission
"may or may not authorize to operate a
bus franchise in the city limits."
Robert E. Spurlin,
' attorney for
the Richmond cab company,
posed
questions to the testifiers concerning

lh r
*' "exPertise" and knowledge, of the
cab business, and if they believed a bus
system would be "economically
feasible" to the community.
Almost everyone that testified felt that
there was a genuine need for a bus line
because of Richmond's immense growth
in population and its expansion of city
limits, and the "exorbitant " and undeterminable taxi fares.
Henrietta Jackson, a 21-year resident
of Richmond, said buses are a great
necessity for people who fall in the low
income bracket and cannot afford
transportation of their own.
Joseph Parks, a Richmond resident
working at Rockwell International in
Winchester, said "10 years ago you could
ride a cab for 30 cents to anywhere in
town; it now costs (1.50 to go to a neighbors house a few blocks away."
He added that it was better to get on a

Work-study pay increases
to sub-minimum wages
college students, are hired to work with
the agriculture department, they must,
by law, be paid the minimum wage.
Because students who are in the workstudy program do virtually the same
work in that area, they too, are paid the
total minimum wage.

BY DIANA TAYLOR
SUff Writer
If you are one of the approximate 1500
students on campus participating in the
work-study program, you may have
noticed a slight raise in your pay check.

Another example is a person with
specialized skills, such as the registered
nurse or police officer, who, although full
time students, substitute for full time
employees. Because of that specialized
training, such people are also paid the
higher wage.

That raise should equal six cents on the
hour—the increase in the minimum wage
scale which became effective Jan. 1. The
pay rate now being used is $1.70 an hour.
Actually, the federal minimum wage is
$3 an hour. But through a request to the
federal government, universities are
permitted to pay a sub-minimum wage to
their student workers.

Vescio said that such exceptions
amount to only 20 students out of the total
1500 workers.

According to Herb Vescio, director of
student financial assistance, this
allowance is made because of the extra
costs paying the full rate would entail.
For example, a ten cent Increase in the
minimum wage would cost Eastern
approximately $80,000. Another factor is
that, regardless of the wage increases
approved in Washington, no additional
funds are allocated to schools for
payment of student workers.

The minimum wage is due for another
increase, to $2.20 on Jan. 1, 1976 if the
present law stays in effect. According to
Vescio, "There is no anticipated increase
in federal dollars for student employment at colleges in the next two or
three years." If such funds are not forthcoming, it could mean a reduction of
student employees at Eastern.
However, Vescio stressed that
"Students won't be short-changed."
While money for work-study may not be
experiencing an increase, federally
funded basic grants are.
Last year
Eastern students received more than
$102,000 in such grants. This year, that
figure jumped to $507,000.

Vescio said that when the pay raise
went Into effect, Eastern had two
.choices: it could pay full minimum wage
and reduce the number of student employees, or pay the sub minimum wage
and retain all student employes . To
benefit more people, Eastern elected to
follow the second plan.

Vescio feels that such an increase will
counteract any financial work-study
problems, and students will still be able
to receive funds for education.

There are some exceptions to the subminimum wage workers employed on
campus.
When persons, other than

bus with a set price than not </a know what
to expect when you rode in a taxi. "I
think it is feasible if a person wants it,
and if he has the educational and
monetary value backing him."
The Rev. Harold Williams questioned
the feasibility of continuing to pay
exorbitant and unpredictable prices of a
taxi service. He said it was not understandable how going to the college
campus from his home cost him 60 cents
and the return trip back to his house was
75 cents. "Isn't it the same distance to a
place as it is in returning?"
Williams went on to say a taxi system
and a bus system are not competitive,
that they were not arguing against
getting rid of one source of transportation for the other, but that an
additional public transportation system
is needed.
Bill Johnson, an Eastern counselor,
posed several questions for consideration
by Spurlin and the court. "Because the
cab system charges different fares, does
it discriminate in fare prices? Are cabs
inspected yearly? and How can you
compare a cab service to a bus system?"
James Kendricks Jr. said with a total
population of more than 32,000 Richmond
residents (he included the university
population in his calculations), a bus
service was vital. He told the court about
the cab fares he was charged one time for
several trips to and from work. One day,
he paid $2.25 to go to work, and $2.50 to
$2.75 upon returning.
On Saturday
morning, he was charged $3 25 going to
(Continued to page eight)

Pnoto by Rick Yen

Music men
sing in the sunshine

Rick Mellette on guitar and Kenneth Nunn on the fiddle get
together for a little relaxation and harmonizing after a
busy day of classes. Mellette is a senior law enforcement
major and Nunn is a sophomore in pre-dentistry.

'Student Court not used to fullest capacity;'
only 15 cases brought before it last semester
BY DIANA TAYLOR
Staff Writer
J.C. Bowling, student court- chief
justice said Tuesday that the student
court service on campus is not being used
to its fullest capacity.
The Student Court has the jurisdiction
to hear challenges to traffic citations
(parking tickets). Only 15 cases were
brought before the body last semester
Chief Justice J. C. Bowline said he felt
that part of the reason for this is student
unawareness of the purpose and composition of the court.
According to Bowling, the jurisdiction
of the court lies in three general areas:
the parking tickets, interpretation of the
constitution of the Student Association
and whatever powers the university
president delegates to it. Also, the court
issues opinions in regard to proper action
when challenges are made aeainst the

executive officers of the Student
Association.
The Court's purpose is not necessarily
to overturn all parking citations, but to
hear and decide upon such cases when
they are appealed.
Chief Justice Bowling outlined the
procedure which should be followed when
a parking ticket is appealed. First,

there is a five day time limit to make
such an appeal, excluding holidays.
During that time. Security should be
notified of the intent to appeal and given
the citation number and student's name.
The Student Court secretary contacts
Security periodicall y to set up the docket
for the court meetings (usually every
two weeks). The secretary also notified
all persons involved of the time and place

Former Miss America to emcee pageant
BYJANHENSLEY
News Editor

^

Donna Axum, Miss America 1964, will
be the mistress of ceremonies for this
year's Miss
Eastern
Kentucky

University Pageant to be held here
March 25.
Ms. Axum, presently of Austin, Texas,
captured the Miss America crown at 21
years of age, after two earlier un-

Few apprehended or prosecuted

Annoyance phone callers attributed to unemployment
receiver off the hook.

BY REBECCA GRUBBS
SUff Writer

A coed in McGregor receives an obscene call. She too must finally leave her
telephone off the hook so she can get
some sleep.
Both young women are victims of
annoyance calls, an occurence that has
become more frequent within the past
year throughout the South Central Bell

A coed in Clay answers her telephone
•t 1:30 a.m.
No one answers her
repeated hello's despite the fact she can
hear musk in the background. She hangs
up only to have the telephone ring again
times. She finally leaves the

^M

System, according to Sue Masterson,
service representative at the Annoyance
Call Bureau in Louisville.
"I think you can say that the increase
in annoyance calls can be traced to the
rise in unemployment," said Ms.
Masterson. "People are at loose ends
and are bored, so they begin making
these calls."
The Annoyance Call Bureau handles all

I
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Annoyance calls are on the increase, according to Sue
Masterson of South Central Bell. Such calls have been
experienced by many Eastern students at all hours of the

Ptioto by Paul Lambert
day and night. Persons making sucn calls are subject to
prosecution and civil action. (This picture was posed as an
artistic complement to the story).

of the court session.
A student may represent himself
during the proceedings, or may select a
member of the university community to
act as counsel. The secretary can also
recommend persons for this purpose.
The court is comprised entirely of
students and students also act as
prosecutors.

the reports of annoyance calls within the
South Central Bell system in Kentucky,
both the 502 and 606 area codes. Ms.
Masterson said that they do not handle
such calls that occur within the privately
owned companies in the state, yet the
bureau still handles an average of 80
annoyance calls a day.
"Most of these calls are harassing
calls where someone calls and either
hangs up when you answer or just
breathes into the phone," Ms. Masterson
said. She cited Monday, March 3 as an
example of a typical day at the bureau.
The bureau received that day reports of
55 harassing calls, 16 obscene calls and 2
threatening calls.
For February, of this year the bureau
handled 1,386 calls compared to 1,191
calls for February, 1974. Despite these
high figures, Ms. Masterson estimated
that only two callers a month are apprehended and prosecuted.
"Tracing a call is not like they show it
on Hawaii Five-O," Ms. Masterson said.
"Usually the people doing the calling are
smart enough to know if they call with
any regularity, the people on the other
end are going to report it. They usually
quit calling when a tracer is put on."
Ms. Masterson noted that August is
usually a peak month for harassing calls.
Last August, the bureau.received 1,953
reports of such calls. However, this
number drops sharply in September,
according to Ms. Masterson.
"I think that this can be attributed to
the start of school," she said. "Kids who
have been left at home with no supervision make up a large number of
harassing calls. When school starts, they
are at school all day and really don't
have a chance to play with the
telephone."
Men are not immune from the
harassing and obscene calls, although
Ms. Masterson said that most of then
reports are received from women. "Oh,
we've have had men who reported getting obscene calls from women," Ms.
Masterson said. "However, women are

usually home more than men and usually
answer the phone more. They are more
likely to report a harassing call."
If a person receives a harassing or
obscene telephone call, Ms. Masterson
advises one to hang up the telephone
gently. "Don't slam the receiver down
because then they know they have you
upset." she said.
"They want an
audience. If you don't give it to them,
they probably won't call back."
If a person receives a succession of
such calls, he or she should report this to
the telephone company. "However, don't
call if you receive only one such call,"
said Ms Masterson. "First, the company can't do anything until you have
received a succession of calls. Second, if
it is a-call where the person hung up just
as you answered, they could have had a
wrong number."
It is a punishable misdemeanor in
Kentucky to make obscene or harassing
telephone calls. If a person making such
calls is caught, he or she is subject to
criminal prosecution and to civil action
by the person called.
If you are a victim of a harassing,
obscene, or threatening call, Ms.
Masterson advises you to do the
following:
1^ When you pick up the receiver and
say hello and no one answers, say hello
once more. If you still" receive no answer, hang up. gently.
]/" If the person on the other end answers
you with a string of obscenities, again,
hang up, gently.
i^ In neither case slam the receiver
down.
Do not let them know you are
upset.
If you don't give them an
audience, they probably will not call
back. *
v* If you should receive a threatening
call, do not hesitate to call the police..
They should know if you receive a
threatening call.
i ** If you should receive a succession of
harassing or obscene calls, notify your-^
local telephone office or the Annoyance
Bureau.

successful attempts at the Miss Arkansas
tiUe.
During her year as Miss America her
variety of experiences included national
television commercial work, television
shows, singing with two symphony orchestras, fifteen Miss America state
pageant appearances as well as thirtyfive locals. She covered over 250,000
miles in forty-six states and Canada.
Professional media experience for Ms
Axum has included an appearance on the
Gary Moore Show,
Co-hostess for
television coverage of the 1964 Cherry
Blossom Festival Parade plus live
television commercials for Pepsi Cola.
Additional
experience for the 5'ft"

Donna Axum, Miss America IW4 will
be mistress of ceremonies at the Miss
Eastern Pageant on March 25.
brunette has included television commercials and photographic modeling for
the Tom and Oldsmobile companies.She
also appeared on two television shows in
Lubbock, Texas, "A Date With Donna"
and "What's Your Favorite."
Shortly after being crowned Miss
America in 1964 Ms. Axum added to her
modeling credentials by appearing in
McCalls Magazine, McCalls Pattern
Magazine and Brides Magazine.
In 1972 Ms. Axum was the first woman
ever elected to the State Board of Parrish
Services of the Lutheran Church
(Missouri Synod) in_the history of the
state. She was also appointed to the
Governor's Commission on the Status of
Women in Texas in 1970.
Other civic recognitions tor Ms. Axum
include being named
one of the Outstanding Young Women of America in
1967 and 1973, and Outstanding Young
Woman of Arkansas in 1967. She was
named Honorary Woman Marine in 1963
and a Kentucky Colonel in 1964.
GUier interests and
professional
(CmUnued to page eight)
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It's that time again

Three easy steps to avoid term paper troubles
..The following is a guest
editorial from
Western's
College Heights Herald, a
member paper of the Kentucky
Inter
collegiate
Press
Association.

When, in the course of a school
semester, it becomes necessary
to ink the monster "term
paper," many a good student
falls
by
the waysidefrustrated, forgotten, forlorn.
You know the type: a sad postadolescent youth, lying face
down in the lobby of the library,
crying pitifully.
It is the goal of this writer to
come to the aid of the student
body and provide an easy 1-2-3
step approach to undertaking
such a relatively easy assignment.
Step]: Choosing a subject
There are literally hundreds of
topics to choose from, yet the
average student gasps at the
thought of diving nose first into
the stack. Quite logically, I
suggest that you take into consideration the type of professor
you have. Some have been
known to accept proxy, "three
short book reports on any subject
dealt with in class."
Be forewarned, however, to
add a proper excuse, or as we
students like to think, a proper
"reason," for why you couldn't
possibly do a term paper. Some
of the classics work very nicely,
when accompanied by spurts of
whimpering
Try: 1) "I have four other
term papers to write this
semester, Dr. , three of which

are for my last semester classes,
and another for the spring
semester of 1971."
2)
"My grandmother's
brother's third cousin is very
sick and I have to leave every
Thursday to visit him, for what
might be his last time, every
time." (Be sure to choke up and
sniffle a few times while
delivering the dramatic line.)
3) "I wrote it already and had
it setting on my desk at home and
while I was gone one day a
tremendous gust of wind came
through the door and eased it to
the floor, where my dog found it
and peed on it." (Talk fast and
smile real big with this one or the
prof might not believe you.)
Unfortunately, there are those
who absolutely require a term
paper complete with all the
frills. For them you must resort
to slightly more drastic
measures.
You could go to the Reader's
Guide or the card catalog, if you
can find anybody who knows
what they are and how to get to
the library.
These ingenius
inventions have all sorts of
possible subjects. They even
have topics under each subject.
Not bad, but it's not the best way
to solve the problem.
I suggest something dastardly,
dangerous and downright dirty.
Try plagiarism, you'll love it. All
you have to do is find someone
with an already-written paper,
probably one somebody else
wrote, and already corrected
by at least two professors.
What more could you ask for?

It's tried tested and a lot easier.
This brings us to step 2.
Step2: Shuffling the cards
This is without a doubt the
most critical part of your endeavor.
You must carefully
rearrange the paragraphs and
some sentences, just for
security's sake.
Take about 15 minutes and
decide how you can change
around each section so as to
make the most complete change,
using the least amount of time
and effort, yet keeping the main
body of the story intact.
Remember, it's tried and tested.
Don't goof it up.
Concentrate on the main body
of the paper with this step. The
introduction and the conclusion
will be covered in step 3. Too,
since the body should be the
largest part of the paper, its
mathematical rearrangement
should be given priority.
The
typical
"reverse
placement" technique is a
favorite. Simply, put the last
fact first, then move the first one
back, etc., etc. This can be done
with descriptive phrases on up
through whole paragraphs, but
use a little discretion. It always
helps.
Step3: Giving it that
personal touch
Now, look carefully at the
introduction. Does it fit the class
you are copying it for? Probably
not. Besides, you need to give it
that personal touch. Most
professors eat it right up. Hell

use the logic that if the introduction is personalized for his
class, the paper must be the
student's own.
Therefore, start out anew.
Give it the informal, but
business-like
sound
and
carefully tie it into the nowcompleted body of your paper.
By describing how you are
"going to make sure this paper
covers the objectives that the
instructor listed" and saying a
bit about each, you can't go
wrong.
Then, look at the conclusion,
and see if it states that the points
you started out to cover, were
covered. If it doesn't, regardless
of whether or not the paper
actually did cover them, you'd
better re-write it, just in case.
Logic is a good basis for action
even if it isn't logical, and it
might turn out to be logical by
accident (if you aren't careful
enough).
The more practice one has in
using someone else's material,
the better he will be at it.
However, you rookies should not
be afraid of taking a stab at it.
It's really easier than you think,
as you veterans should be able to
testify.
School has been conquered by
countless thousands using
scheming and conniving, so as a
final word of encouragement,
good luck, and make the best of
your time.
Author's note: THIS has been
a recording.

Department chairmen

Too much authority vested in chosen few
Remember Henney Penney,
who started crying that the sky
was falling simply because an
apple had fallen on her head?
Hardly bothering to even
glimpse at the sky above, she
rushed hurriedly off, with investigation of the incident totally
ignored.
In much the same way, it is
tempting for the faculty members who are pro-women's lib to
raise a cry of discrimination and
unfairness against the administration, without first
conducting a thorough investigation of the situation.
Perhaps a cry of alarm has
been issued which spotlights the
effect, but conceals the cause.
Fact: Of the 518 EKU faculty
members, less than 31 per cent
are women.
Fact: The average salary for

full-time male faculty is $14,728;
the average salary for full-time
female faculty is $12,412.
Granted, that given these two
facts alone, with no valid reason
for their existence, a cry of
alarm would be appropriate.
But these facts do not stand
alone.
Fact: Professors are chosen
on the basis of their
qualifications to fulfill the
position; if the number of
qualified men is greater than the
number of qualified women, it
follows the rules of logic that
more men would be hired
proportionately.
Until recently, a woman's
salary was considered to be
supplementary to that of her
husband. This fact has made
women unwilling to earn the

qualifications because of the
limited opportunities available.
Thus, the limited supply of
women professors.
However, perhaps we should
not investigate the means of
recruiting qualified persons, but
rather the final selection of
faculty.
It is somewhat alarming when
we realize the decision making
influence that the department
chairmen exercise in the hiring
of faculty members.
If a cry of alarm is to be
raised, it should be one against
the excessive amount of
authority given to the department chairmen.
They have the initial
responsibility for recruitment of
faculty, determining both
position descriptions and job

classifications.
Initial review and evaluation
of an applicant's credentials and
recommendations for a job offer
are both primarily left to the
discretion of the department
chairmen.
The first step in attaining
tenure is to obtain a written
recommendation from the
department head. And department chairmen are responsible
for recommending a "merit
raise" for faculty members.
Of the 45 department chairmen
at Eastern, 41 are men.
With so much authority invested in so few persons, does it
stand to reason that the greatest
cry of alarm should deal with the
percentage of men vs. women
faculty members?
Where does the real issue lie?

fy""
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Health hazards exist
on the job, at home
Work can be hazardous to
your health. And your family's.

lung disease caused by inhaling
asbestos fibers.

The Public Health Service
says that 100,000 workers die
from on-the-job exposure to
hazards each year. And each
year, 2,000 of those deaths are
believed to result from inhaling
asbestos fibers.

If the disease can result from
such low-level exposure, says
Dr. Selikoff the implications for
the public may be serious indeed.
Asbestos is found in hundreds
of common household products.
Fibers have been found in the
urban air, in water, and in some
foods.

At Mt. Sinai Medical Center in
New York City, Dr. Irving J.
Selikoff and his co-workers have
found that even families of
asbestos workers are endangered by tiny quantities of
asbestos dust carried home on
the hair and clothing of workers.

Since scarring of the lung
tissue doesn't show up for at
least 10 years or more after
exposure, there is no way of
detecting how widespread the
disease may be. Often it takes 20
to 30 years to "incubate," says
Dr. Selikoff.

The researchers contacted 210
family members of workers who
had been employed in an
asbestos plant between 1941 and
1956.

Asbestos isn't the only industrial hazard. At lease 15,000
substances are suspected as
dangerous, and federal standards regulate only 450 of them.
Each year, industry introduces
another 3,000 new substances
whose effects on humans are
untested.
To find out more about the
hazards we breathe on and off
the job, contact your Kentucky
Lung Association. It's a matter
of life and breath.

Forty percent of the immediate family members had
lung abnormalities associated
with asbestos is, the crippling

Next Progress
March 24 .

Courtesy:
Association

Have a happy,
and safe

Member:

spring break.

Nonsmokers' rights receive consideration
In 1967, the office of the
Surgeon General of the United
States announced that cigarette
smoking not only "may be
hazardous to your health," but
"may cause death." So, many
of America's smokers kicked the
habit. Right?
Wrong. Statistics show that
there has been no appreciable
decline in smoking since 1967. In
fact, the rate has gone up in
some years.
It just goes to show you that
Americans are a stubborn and
ostrich-like breed who go on
burying their heads in the sand
with the attitude that 'lung
cancer will strike the other
guys, not me.' ■ . ■
\

Those people are welcome to
take their chances, but what
about the unfortunate nonsmokers they affect?
Smoking cigarettes is an in- *
dividual's right, but all rights
must stop short when they begin
to infringe on the rights of
others.
Nonsmoking ordinances are
being effected and enforced in
many cities throughout the
country.
New York City recently issued
a ban against smoking in
elevators and retail food stores.
The ordinance, also reserves 80
per cent of seating in all public
auditoriums for non-smokers.

Those who choose to ignore the
ordinance, risk a $1,000 fine andor a year in jail. Is a cigarette
worth it?
In line with enforcement of
non-smoking ordinances
elsewhere, Eastern needs to
make viable its own rule to that
effect.

initiates the infraction.
There seems to be no immediate end in sight to the
problem here, so it's up to nonsmokers to develop a little backbone and voice their complaints.
If the student across the aisle
asks, "Do you mind if I smoke?"
say "yes"

According to university policy,
there is to be no smoking in
classrooms, yet the smoke
continues to pollute the air. Most
professors don't enforce the nonsmoking rule, preferring to
ignore the student who lights up.
And in some instances, the
professorvtos no grounds for
criticism, as it is he or she who

The advancement of the
tsbacco industry has "come a
long way baby," and Kentucky
shares a big part of it. But fair is
fair.
It's time to protect the rights of
those who wouldn't rather "fight
than switch" (to the status of
smoker).

You .can
speed up
the pace...

!
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Birth defects
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Virtually ignored for five years

Billy Joel named best new male vocalist
In 1968 Billy Joel and his
group, Hassles, charmed United
Artists Records into taking them
off the "Long Island Circuit" and
into the studio. Failure came
quickly; at least (hey didn't waste
time with another album.
Under the name William Joel,
he formed a duo with the
drummer of the Hassles in 1969
and called it Attila. They were
signed to Epic, released an
album, and once again he was on
the streets. .
This disillusionment brought
on employment in factories, odd
jobs, and the lowest, a rock
critic. However this also was the
time in Joel's life when the idea

to become a solo singer and
songwriter was forming.
In 1971, his first solo LP was
released, Cold Spring Harbor,
through Family Productions.
Critically acclaimed and
commercially ignored, Billy felt
that he was truly close to what he
wanted artistically, but his
business associations were
drowning his creativity.
"So I decided to split, leave
everything and just disappear,"
said Joel.
Departing from Long Island
with only his closest friends
knowing where he was, he went
to Los Angeles to "sort the whole
complicated mess out."

It took a couple of years, but
thanks to some good legal advice, determination, and a
compromise ' with Family
Productions, things finally were
resolved allowing him to sign
with Columbia Records in the
late spring of 1973. Joel quickly
pushed ahead and recorded his
first album for the label, Piano
Man. The title cut inspired by
his piano bar period, became a
hit, he also received extensive
FM airplay on other selections
especially "Captain Jack", and
gradually progressed to the role of
headliner on tours.

writing and recording his new
album, Streetlife Serenade,
which like Piano Man was
produced by Michael Stewart.
Billy explains, "On that
Streetlife Serenade I wanted to
play the studio as an instrument
and at the same time produce
some good old street rock 'n
roll."
Consistently ignored by the
public for five years, Joel
became universally recognized
in ten short months as one of the
brightest young talents to have
recently emerged. Cash Box
named him the best new male
vocalist of 1974, and that's no
mean feat.

Coming off the road in the
summer of 1974, Billy set to

Songs fail to fit her style

Minnie Riperton 's solo effort disappointing
style made her one of my
favorites.

MIKE KMItKV
Slaff Writer

After 27 weeks on the charts,
Minnie Riperton's solo effort
Perfect Angel is beginning to
make waves.
Minnie was
previously the main attraction of
Rotary Connection, a group
which specialized in making
good renditions of old Dylan and
Stones classics among other
songs.
With Rotary Connection her
voice soared to new highs never
reached by other vocalists. In
fact, her unique blending and

The reason for all the raving
about Rotary Connection is
because Minnie is disappointing
on Perfect Angel . While the
overall quality of the album is
good, it still lacks the zing of her
earlier efforts.
While her voice sounds
strained on several efforts, she
does manage to excel on some of
the cuts. She is especially good
on crisp, tight, breezy songs like
"Seeing You This Way" and
"Take A Little Tripo."

There are a couple of Stevie
Wonder compositions on the
album that Minnie handles with
ease but I get the feeling that
Stevie would have sung them
better. One of his songs "Perfect
Angel", would have been
stronger if the background
vocals weren't so mediocre.

on "Seeing You This Way."
One unidentified artist, called
El Toro Negro on the liner notes,
sounds suspiciously like the
hottest male soul artist in the
world. His work on the electric
piano and harmonica are the
strong parts of the album.
Minnie would have come off a
lot stronger if the vocal
arrangements aud songs catered
to her distinctive vocal style.
After listening to Perfect Angel,
I'll be looking for a great album
from Minnie next
time
around.

Instrumentally, the album has
its high and low points. Guitarist
Mario Henderson strikes some
penetrating chords on "Every
Time He Comes Around." The
bass guitarist, Reggie McBride,
is more than adequate and
sounds off with some great bass

Billy Joel in concert
■ •?

i

"Piano Man" Billy Joel will be in concert at Eastern on Tuesday, ,
March 18, at 7:30 p.m. in Alumni Coliseum. Admission for students is
two dollars, and four dollars for all others.
,
. .i
t

Hancock, War raise roof
at UK Memorial Coliseum
■

Mel Brookes takes horror
out of Frankenstein films
Mel
Brooke's
Young
Frankenstein combines all the
facets of the old horror films and
sets the audience to screaming
(with laughter).
C
Gene Wilder portrays young
Dr. Frankenstein, a professor of
medicine who has forsaken his
family name in an attempt to
escape their notorious past.
Wilder does an excruciatingly
funny classroom scene.
No
matter what happens, he stays
cool. .
The young doctor finds that he
is unable to escape and returns
to the castle in Transylvania.
Hunchback(s) Marty Feldman
meets the good doctor at the
train station. Feldman's bulging
eyes, which he shifts from side to
side, and his thick accent*make
him a humorous rather than a
pitiful character.
Cloris
Leachman,
the
housekeeper, is so mean and evil
that even the mention of her
name, Frau Blucher, results in
events that are not to be
believed.
Ms. Leachman is
amusing not only because of the

surrounding events, but also
because the part seems so out
of character. Depending upon
how you look at it, the make-up
job was a good one.
Peter Boyle, who plays a
goulish
Frankenstein,
is
befriended by the blind man,
Gene Hackman. The scene is
slapstick comedy at its best, and
one of the most amusing in the
entire film.

SIGHTS&
SOUNDS
SHARON GULLETTE
Fine Arts Editor

. Poor Madeline Kahn is
transformed from the chic
fiancee of Dr. Frankenstein to
the bride of the Frankenstein
monster. And he really is a
monster.
Mel Brookes, aided by Pete
Boyle, has redone all the outstanding scenes from the old
Frankenstein horror films into
a classic comedy. Boris Karloff
will never be the same.

BY PAT WILSON
Sports Editor

Last Thursday evening in
Memorial Coliseum on the
campus of the University of
Kentucky, Herbie Hancock and
War did it. This combination of
jazz-soul-rock was very entertaining and powerful.
Hancock was the first to come
on stage and performed for
nearly an hour and a half.
Herbie arrived an hour late to a
very disgruntled and angry
crowd, but they soon forgot time
and everything else, for that
matter.as he and his group laid
on some of the heaviest jazz-rock
ever heard in Kentucky.
Hancock played several old
songs and several new songs,
including a few cuts off his
"Headhunters" album which
may be his best. Hancock set the
mood of the entire evening with a
synthesizer solo near the end of
his show.
At one point, Herbie had the
crowd going wild when he set the
controls of his instrument and
backed off about 30 feet away
and raised his hands into the air
while his synthesizer seemed to
be obeying his commands. It
was a quite realistic and exciting
effect, for no one could see the
man behind the equipment that
controlled the instrument
simultaneously.

After a fifteen minute in^ termission, War came on stage ,
and wasted no time getting into i
some fast, heavy music. A
30 |.
minute version of their big hit^ , .
"Gypsy Man," brought the>
disappointingly small crowd R
(little more than half capacity),
to their feet. The California. •
group kept them there by giving, y
the audience another big hit, ■..
"Cisco Kid."
* n.3A-M
Then, as only War can>|dpr the >.;
music changed its pace back and:
forth from the smooth, slow,
mellow sounds it is noted for, on >
to the fast jams (like "Baby
Brother") it performs so well in <
concert.
!
Any one with a few War
albums knows the talents of the
group well. To hear them in
concert only magnifies one's
attitude toward them.
Overall the concert was a
musical rarity that left most
everyone satisfied and tired. ''
Don't ever expect to go see War
and sit back and enjoy the show.
You'll probably enjoy it, but you
won't stay seated for long.
Except for the occasional
light-hearted antics of Howard '
Scott, the group's lead singer,
War was dead serious and kept
up the pace for nearly two hours.
As a famous American general ,
once said, "War is hell!" He
mint of have seen them in •'
concert,because they are.
''

AgathaChristie's 'Ten Little Indians'
Agatha Christie's murder mystery, Ten Little Indians, will be
presented at Diner's Playhouse in Lexington Feb. 27-March 23. For
reservations phone (606) 299-8407.

AFTER
A

V^\FASHION
MADISON NATIONAL BANK"
RICHMOND, K.Y.
WOMEN'S WEAR CHAIN SEEKING
COLLEGE WOMAN TO BE

Convenient Full Service Branch Office, equipped
with a Drive-In Window, located at corner

CAMPUS SALES REPRESENTATIVE

Water and Second .Street
»
BRANCH OFFICE HOURS

\m

8:00 A.M. until 2:00 P. M. -Monday thru Thursday
8:00 A.M. until 6:00 P. M. -Fridays
8:00 A.M. until 12 Noon
"Saturdays
Phone (Branch Office)

Phone (Mam Office)

623-2799

623-2747
PtOHM OVOUT mUMA-CI COIMMAII

• Learn women's fashion, sales,
and ma.keting techniques from
established firm.
IF

INTERCSTID

CLIP AND MAIL.

NAME
COLLEGE ADDRESS

You Deserve a Break Today

CiS

■McDonal

wmmmmmmmmmmSmmm1

• Earn excellent pay in spare time!

HOME ADDRESS
SCHOOL
PHONE NO.

AGE

CLASS
Moil to:

Ken Kandie
The Cato Corporation
P. 0. Box 2416
Charlotte, N. C. 28234

—
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Faculty Senate adopts plan of university
committee for distinguished teacher award is
n

ItV DIANA TAYI.OIt
SUff Writer

The Eastern Faculty Senate
adopted a plan Monday far Ihc
selection
<>'
distinguished
teachers
The plan, developed by the
Committee on Improvement ol
Instruction chaired by Or
.Nancy !':;!. outlined Ihe
nomination.
screening and
-election proii-dures '"r 'he
award.-*

Nominations are to be made
b) faculty, students and alumni
nl the past lour years
Kach
academic deparlmcnl will be
assigned a certain number of
eligible lacult) members, based
on ihe total number ol teachers
within the department
Kach faculty member will
speedy his or her choices, up to
twice the nomination number
Students may each nominate
one faculty member, as will
alumni
Alter Ihe studenl ballots have

llluttrtttont rnUfdrd

What Now
My Love?

bean tabulated, the results will
be given to a screening committee, composed of '.he current
studenl members of Who's Who
The final work will be done by
a selection committee, composed ol alumni selected randomlv from graduates of the
last four years
According lo Or Peel, insistence was made on as much
sludent input in the program as
possible.
The program was challenged
by James Libb\ who. although
advocating student input, said
the plan would be too (costly
and not guarantee the selection
of Ihe truly distinguished
lacullv members

There

was

also

much

discussion on the possibility of
the program becoming a
popularity contest.
However.
Senator Klaus Heberle's motion
to adopt the program was
favored by a substantial
majority.
The Senate also approved five

He asked you. And
suddenly that special
time has arrived. Time
to select your diamond.
We offer a remarkably
beautiful collection in
jiist about any style
you can imagine...
and even some you
wouldn't imagine.

honorary degrees to be awarded
at the May and August commencement exercises Those to
receive honorary Doctor of Law
degrees are Harry M Sparks.
Louis Smith. Walter D Huddleslon and James S Chenault
Carl M Hill will receive an
honorary Doctor Of Science
degree
Approval was given to several
curricula
innovations
introduced by Dr John Rowlelt.
Vice President for Academic
Affairs
The list included a
bachelor s degree
of
individualized study in ihe
College of Arts and Sciences, a
minor in traffic safetv and

Yerian elected
speaker pro tern
BY ( AYI.KNTKHKNOK

HAPPY
MEADOW
NATURAL
FOODS
MARKET

Come in. Let
us show you
our diamonds
... now.

Only 11 miles
from EKU
Campus
Other Styles
From $100.
Convenient Terms or Use Your Bank Charge.

KIRK'S
DIAMOND ig CENTER
SHOPPER'S VILLAGE (Eastern Bypass) 623-3050

Open 9 till 6
Monday thru
Saturday

Phone
986-3456
U.S. 25
North, Berea
• Call or write for.
free newsletter.'
^t

associate degrees In park
maintenance, therapeinc
recreation leadership and
community
recreation
supervision.
Confusion was evident .it the
close ol the meeting wheii a
move tor adjournment and an
introduction of -further t.eu
business
were
made
simultaneous!)
Noting the adjournment
move, a majority of ihe sentors left the meeting before
Senator Willis Parkluitst >
molion concerning salary, increases The proposal could not
be considered, due to the loss of
quorum

Staff Writer

by Senator David W'entz
He
moved that a letter be sent to
Ihe proper people suggesting
that the elevator in the Powell
Student I'nion Building be
unlocked
so
that
the
handicapped here on campus
could use it. Other senators
said that they had seen some
handicapped people with the
key. W'entz then queried as to
why all handicapped people did
not have a key. His motion was
passed.

In student senate action
Tuesday night three motions
were made and passed and a
new speaker pro tern was
elected.
Several
other
considerations for the next
meeting March 18. were made
and passed.
Senator David Combs made
two of/he motions that carried
successfully.
One was a
It was revealed by President
recommendation that Section Gary Gray that Roger Burke
Three of the Student Affairs
had resigned as speaker pro
Handbook be reviewed by the
lem. Buck Yerian was elected
proper people and that proper
to that post.,
additions and deletions be
made.
Senator P*>uJ Collins made
The second motion was that a the
announcement
that
recommendation be made to qualifying papers and petitions
Safety and Security to change for the oftic* of president of the
the flags outside the Keene Student Association could be
Johnson Building for newer picked up In the office of Ihe
ones.
Student Association starting at
9
a.m. Monday. March 17.
A motion for an amendment and be returned no later than 4
to be added to Comb's proposal p.m. Thursday. March 20.
was brought up The motion was
that two people be on hand to
put up and take d.-wn the flags.
Comb's motion passed but the
motion for the amendment
failed sixteen to seventeen.

Debby Norris. a freshman from Van
Buren. O.. enjoys
"window watching"'
as Maggy Yarbrough iroofi and Conine

BY t'AYI.KN TtCllENOH
Staff Writer
In a talk presented by the
Social work club. February 19.

UFO's reported

FOREIGN CAR
University Center

BY BECKY IIAWKIt
Staff Writer

SERVICE CENTER

Richmond

Specializing in Volkswagen
FOREIGN CARS & PARTS
MAJOR 4 MINOR REPAIRS
TRANSMISSION—MOTORS & TUNE UPS
BRAKE SERVICE—IGNITION
JASPER CASTLE-Owner
FREE PICK UP & DELIVERY

Welcome
Eastern Students

623-9723

Estill County sky watchers
have been treated to an interesting sight recently—the
appearance of UFOs.
According to Dr. Jay Mahr.
EKU physics professor, a UFO
has been observed practically
every clear night at the far end
of Estill County
"I've talked to five people
who have seen this UFO." Mahr
said.
"Their reports have
encouraged me to make observations."
Mahr said a team of faculty
and students is being set up to
do research on the UFO. "We
plan to lake infrared pictures.
.to shoot laser beams on it. and
to have overhead airplane
(Observations." Mahr said.

Tamnic try Iheir hand al a game •'' Malice.
suihv.in Hall's rool proved •> perfccl spoi
lor the activity on •' recall sunny day

Summer course to be offered
in study of human sexuality

In Estill County

The other motion was made

^€=

Frisbee frolic

market, however, because
Madison County has also had
UFO reports
"Last year a studenl in
Eastern's observatory spotted a
UFO through a lelescope."
Mahr said
"At least 200.
students were able to see this
UFO."
Sightings such as these could
be the reason for Ihe addition of
a course on UFOs lo Eastern's
continuing education series.
The class, which is taught by
Dr. Mahr, is a non-credit course
and may be laken by anyone.
The course will consist of five
two hour lectures
There is a
fee of $13.50 required.
An organizational meeting
and lecture will be held Monday. March 3. from 7:30-9:30
p.m. in Conference Hoom A.
Powell Building.

Mis. Judy Keith, ol Ihc Mount
Maternal Health Clinic III
Berea, stressed Ihe need lor
social workers understanding
human sexuality.
Keith, who spent a summer al
Ihe Kmsey Sex Research Clinic,
said lhal in order for social
workers lo talk with their
clients about sex and sex
related mailers Ihe worker
should be comlortablc about
sex
Keilh said in parl. "II
you're (the worker i coin
lortable I'm
i the client i

comfortable."
She also spoke ol the role ol
sex education and the social
worker. She said that lor a long
time sex education in both Ihe
home and the school bad been
minimum if not nonexistent.
Keith also pointed out that
society has had a definite" >ei
indefinite " attitude ahoul sex
behavior and that thin has come
through in lut lack of sex
education.

In order lo do this Hie worker
would "have lo know a little
bit" ubuul what they Vcre
talking about.
The role sex plays in Hie
sexual
revolution was also
touched upon Keith said thai il
was even more mm, lhal Ihe
boy knew ahoul Ihc pill as well
as Hie girl since as she pul il:
"II lakes two lo make a baby."
Diverting
from
heterouemiality she wont on in
mention sexuality and the bad
habit people have of applying
labels People may lnuk or act
like homosexuals as such even
though (hey may not be. Keilh
spoke ol an experiment in
Berea College where the
students were lo pair off, two
boys and two girls, and portray
Ihe
common
picture
of
homosexuals as (hey are
"supposed" to act
All the
class, except two boys refused
lo do it lor lear ol being labeled
as "homosexuals."
The importance of social workers
treating homosexuals us no
different lhan heterosexuals is
necessary

Many im-..,. it tails upon the
social worker lo do ihe parcnl
and or teacher's work |lence il
is importanl that Ihe social
Keilh closed by saying lhal
worker be relaxed in order for
once the worker explored their
Ihe client to be relaxed.
own human sexuality they could
A
The importance of the social better work with others.
worker bringing up Ihe topic ol three week summer course will
sex tactfully lo the client in- be taughl lor credit on human
sexuality al Eastern
volved was slressed by Keilh

for the latest in flipper
J§#-X-!

games & amusement

SPRING BREAK! THE SUN. FUN AND SURF IS JUST A WEEK AWAY....BUT WILL IT BE '
i'.l -FUN FOR YOUR HAIR7 THE OTHER PLACE ON 200 S. 2ND STREET WANTS TO HELP ■
YOUR HAIR HAVE AS GOOD A TIME AS YOU DO
SO FOR THIS WEEK ONLY THE
OTHER PLACE IS OFFERING THEIR FANTASTIC MARKHAM HAIR CONDITIONER FOR ONLY
12.00!
IT WILL HELP PROTECT YOUR HAIR FROM THE SUN AND HELP REBUILD
THOSE FRIZZY ENDS SO TREAT YOUR HAIR TO A HAPPY VACATION TOO!
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Sigma Chi Chapter participates in Rainbow Project

By DONNA ARNOLD
Eastern's Sigma Chi Chapter
recently participated in the
Hainbow Project, a membership development program
initiated by
the general
fraternity
Dr. Charles Thatcher, vicepresident of Sigma Chi general
fraternity located in Evanston,
111., visited Eastern's Eta Alpha
Chapter the weekend of Feb 7.
Me, along with four other Sigma
Chi alumni from around the
country, visited Eastern as
team facilitators for the
Membership
Development
Program.
The Rainbow Project is a
program designed to demonstrate the value of individual
sensitivity to others and the
value of teamwork in an individual chapter environment.
The program began with an
orientation session on Friday
night and lasted from 9 a.m. to 9
p.m. both Saturday and Sunday
The" project has been in
existence for only two years and
is still in its experimental
stages. Eta Alpha Chapter is
one of only 10 chapters to experience the
Membership
Development Program in 1975.

AUSA meeting
The AUSA will meet tonight in
the Kennamer Room
The
speaker will be
Sgt. Mike
Simpson, who will speak on
"Special Forces, Past, Present,
and Future."

Geograph society
There
will
be
an
organiialional meeting for the
International
Honorary
Georgraphical Society-Gamma
Theta Epsilon. Any interested
students may attend the

meeting in the Roark Building,
room 200, on Thursday, March
20 at 3:30 p.m.
For
more
information,
contact Rick Sparer at 625-5385

Civitan
Collegiate Civitan, a service
organization
serving
the
campus and community, meets
every Wednesday at 5:30 p.m.
in Conference Room C of the
Powell Building.
Any interested persons are
urged to attend. A pizza party
for old and new members will
be held Wednesday, March 19,
at 7:30 p.m. in the Martin Hall
Grill. If you're interested in
service, come and join us!

Republicans
The College Republicans
elected new officers Monday
evening.
New officers are:
Chairman Sam Begley, Vice
Chairman
Chris
Lilly,
Executive
Committeewoman
Debbie Lehman, Executive
Committeeman Dave Soley,
Treasurer Debi Vaughn.and
Secretary Carolyn Coleman.
These officers will serve until
the beginning of the fall
semester.

Kappa Alpha Theta
Kappa Alpha Theta sorority
along with Pi Kappa Alpha
Fraternity held a small party
for the residents of Willis Manor
on Feb. 20.
Along with other things, the
students and residents played
Bingo, sang and just got
acquainted.
The party was
topped off with refreshments.

WVIFWlFROM CHINA
BY SHENJU-NIC

From Henry Kissinger to our
EKU President , Dr. Robert R.
Martin, I've always been
somewhat jealous of them.
These kinds of silly feelings
have been with me since the day
I saw Kissinger show off his big
smile on the ancient Great Wall
of China in Time Magazine
January 3, 1970.
It's not so
much of a thrill to a girl who
calls herself a Chinese to learn
of the Great Wall only through
pictures. I have never had a
chance to step on mainland
China.
The part of China 1 come from
is known as the Republic of
China as well as Formosa and
Taiwan.
We don't have a Great Wall or
Comrades
or
Cultural
Revolutions there What we've
exclusively owned are the
traditional Chinese culture and
the
modern
democratic
thoughts.
These are the
strongest points we've held to
fight against the Communist
Purge on China since 1949. even
though the population on
mainland China is eighty times
larger than ours now
Though the Chinese people of
both
sides of the Taiwan
Straits prefer two
different
"ism" or political systems. We
still have the same feeling about
anything Chinese, especially for
the Great Wall.
There are numerous beautiful

fictions and songs related to the
Great Wall through the rougher
sequences of history's crimes
and chaos.
Every Chinese can find his
root in the Great Wall. The
2,500-mile wall, piled one brick
after another, runs across the
hills of north China and is a
symbol of the concrete turn of
the Chinese mind, the poise and
calm, the understatement and
irony, the humble and modesty,
of Chinese conduct.
To the Chinese outside the
mainland, the Great Wall is
especially a Wailing Wall. I, by
nature, name myself the
daughter of the Great Wall.
Isn't it ironic that a girl,
inherited from the Great Wall of
China, had been to the Wailing
Wall in Jerusalem, the holy land,
of Olympia in Greece and small
town Richmond in the USA, bul
never been able to take a glance
on the Great Wall?
Therefore,
I
admire
President
Martin's
April
journey, to visit the People's
Republic of China for twenty
days, and I TJon't even want to
hide my envy.
"Bon Voyage, President
Martin!" I'm happy for you.
Meanwhile. I also pray that
one day the free Chinese outside
mainland can visit their
hometown freely with their
bondage-released
relatives
awaiting.
.-

The
Very Feminine
Question of
Life Insurance
In these liberated times no woman need
settle for weak, ineffective financial
planning. Developing financial
independence and estate security for the
future is as important for women as it is
for men. Your Fidelity I'nion Life Field
Associate knows that and can help you
achieve a CollegeMaster K> or other
program which will meet your needs now
and in the future. ~,

the Office of Student Activities
and Organizations. Powell 128.
The deadline is april 18.

Income tax
Having problems with federal
income tax forms? Listen to
WEKU-FM. «88.9;
at
6:30
tonight.
Faculty members o'
the department of Accounting
will talk about the filing of 1974
taxes
and
offer
some
suggestions and thoughts about
how to take advantage of all
various tax laws
• .

*

SNEA election
Anyone interested in running
for an office in SNEA please
contact Marilyn Henderson at
625-2472. Also, those planning to
attend the SNEA banquet in
April must pay before or at the
March 19 meeting.
For more information call
Terri Massengill at 625-2186.

Calendar material
Material is now being accepted ofr the 1975-76 planning
calendar. The calendar again is
being prepared by the Pi Kappa
Alpha Fraternity in cooperation
with the Office of Public
Information.
Please submit
properly
scheduled and approved items
to Planning Calendar, Public
Information, Jones Building.
Dates concerning student
events should be submitted to

Pick up petitions
Qualifying papers and petitions
for the Office of President of the
Student Association of EKU will
be made available to students
beginning at 9:00 AM. Monday.
March 17 The papers will be
available in the Office of the
Student Association in the
Powell Building
Qualifying
papers and petitions must be
completed and returned to the
Student Association Office no
later than 4:00 p.m. Thursday.
March 20

Gymnastic meet
The Kentucky Intercollegiate
Gymnastic Championships will
beheldat7:30p.m. tomorrow in
Alumni Coliseum. There is no
admission charge and spectators are welcome.

Fashion study
A fashion study tour to New
York City is scheduled May 1228 by the Department of Home
Economics Students who participate may earn three hours
graduate or undergraduate
credit and have a chance to
see most aspects of the fashion
industry.

Bob

Denison

BY SAM BEGLEY
Staff Writer
Dr. V.S. Naravane presented
a lecture on yoga to the last
meeting lo the EKU Philosophy
Club. Dr. Naravane. chairman
of the Philosophy department of
Alahabad University. India,
was a guest professor at Berea
College for
five weeks in
January and February.
Dr. Naravane described yoga
as a
"Living Tradition" in
India. He said however that in
this country "Yoga is not
presented in the manner it
deserves."
He
spoke
of
"many
misconceptions" about yoga.

He said yoga is not and has
never been a physical exercise
program.
"The whole aim of yoga," he
said, "is to master first the body
and Ihen the mind, leave Ihem
behind and go on to something
higher—the spirit."
Dr. Naravane explained that
yoga is not an intellectual/
exercise. "Yoga is something
to be practiced and not to be
understood intellecutally," he
said.
He described the eight stages
of yoga which take the individual through repression of
bad habits, the mastery of all
functions .of the body to the final
stages which are meditation

Jim Epifano

Minority service
Minority Student Counseling
Service i MSCS i. an extension of
the Counseling Center, is offering vocational and financial
services lo
the minority
students of EKU.
Minority student counselors
are available to rap any time
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m Stop in al
EUendale for a chat.

Employment guide
The Collegiate
Summer
Employment Guide. 1975. is
now available at the Counseling
Center. EUendale Hall.
For
information pertaining to
summer employment, stop by
between 8 a.m. and 4:30 weekdays

Soccer and bowling

Involvement
.ind
participation in activities will be
appreciated
Direct questions
concerning Black Week should
be directed to BSU President
Joaquin Kodgers

Prayer group

in the Family Living Center.
Burrier.
Alan Staples, violinist .will
present a faculty recital al 7:30
p in this evening in Gifford
Theatre
The Art Club will meeLal 9
p in tonight in Campbell 435.
Anyone interested is welcome

Kveryone is

The Association ol Law
Enforcemenl will meet at 4:45
p m Ibis afternoon in Wallace
345 All members please attend.
ASID iInterior Design • board
meeting will beat lip m tonight

When you buy a bicycle

go with the
Raleigh Pros.
There are many bicvdes on ihe market
today and there .ve also many places
to Ouv biocies We have a suggestion
Buy \our bicycle from a professional
bicycle man A Raleigh dealer We
have the knowledge experience s*»d
!h* tptCtSl equipment to custom-lit you
or your child to the right bicycle And Or
course we sell Raleighs the bicvde
that combines pieosion craftsmanship
with computerized testing and inspection See vour Raleigh Pro

The Faculty Prayer Group
meets al noon each Wednesday
in Dining Room E or F in the
Powell Building Small group.
informal
discussion,
'and
fellowship for everyone

Club dates
The Veterans' club will meet
al 6 p.m tonight in the Gnse
Room. Combs
All Vets are
welcome.

Bicycle craftsmen of the world.

Turpin's Bicycle
World

IVCF will meet al 7 p.m.
lonighl in the Jaggers Room
The topic will be "Personhood"

S Porter Dhv

623-7214

Soccer and bowling entries
close al 4 p.m. tomorrow. All
entires should be submitted to
Begley 213 or call 5434 for information.

and "absorption."
Dr. Naravane said that yoga
is something which "demands
dedication spread over several
years and cannot be appreciated without
qualified
instructors."
Transcendental meditation is
not yoga He said. "Yoga does
not offer instant tranquility."
Dr. Naravane, who gave a
lecture on Indian Art here last
year, has written several books
and has translated several
others. He is a widely sought
lecturer in the western world.

Especially when you're
sharing * hot, delicious Pizza Hut
restaurant pizza. Enjoy each other
(and our pizza) by candlelight tonight.

Eastern By-Pass
Ph - 623-2264

-Hut

Our people make it better

SPECTRUM'S SPECIALS
THIS WEEK
Jefferson Starship

Dragonfly

Elton John

2^5

Caribou

only $4.19!

SPeCTRUW
RCC0RD SHOP
294 S. SeCOKD ST.

EKU CENTERBOARD
presents

CONCERT

BILLY
JOEL
Le Roy's Keepsake
Together for Keeps.
No« \ on can select matched
set! .ind Irios b\ Keepsake.
mastercraf'efl in beautiful 14
kt. gold. Yi ur Keepsake
diamond i> permanently
registered. «iili perfection
.iwired.

Keepsake

March 18. 7 30 p.m.
Alumni Coliseum
$200- EKU Full-time students &
holders of EKU Centerboard|
cards
$400- All others & tickets at door
tickets available
Coates Administration Bldg
nformation desk, Powell Bldg

Ratty Mavify

♦

The Black Student L'nion is
sponsoring
a
Black Ar'Festival Week, with the theme
being "We as a People have a
Purpose''
II is scheduled for
March 17-22

b> Ruth Sloll
Invited to attend

Naravane describes yoga as living
tradition in master mind and body

Bob Rober'
Leger

Black Art Festival

But presented differently here

Call the r idelit> I nion Field Associate
in >our area:

Bob

For information, contact Mrs
Virginia Richards. Burner G-3.
phone 1280
An interior design study lour
to New York City is scheduled
for May 12-28 by the Depart
ment of Home Economics.

Jewelers

Ron Reid
Bob Storm

Union Life

623-7684
623-7704

University Shopping Center
in Richmond

■>,
•

-■-

•
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RICK'S
INTERNATIONAL
228
•»
& Second BICYCLES
mmm.'^j m.
6421

EKU season ends;

V*J*J«

St

Complete Seles ft Service

Now—Paddle Racquets & Supplies

Brown and Oliver

Complete Line of Parts and Accessories
We Repair All Makes of Bicycles
If We Don't Have What You Want
We Can Get It Quickly

Feed Four
for *5M
OrOund

French Prftfl

1 Cen of K«dr»ay B»a»r>»
1 Can ol P»achot)
Or avy ■**

0 Pi«ce» of Chic"en
i P>m o* Poialoa*
1 Pmt ol Cotaalax
1 Pint o* (Vavy
«r»oi»
1 Fraa Afn.rr.oon

Dinner Later. Dinner's Ready!
Lat tho Colon*) do lha *)hop0-ng
and cooking for you at cloaa to
-■t -yoore»n prtca*

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Kmtutrkii fried Ckuktn
lBtin ly-Pass

MIIB234M

lead team in stats
wing, was the leading field goal
shooter
among
Eastern
regulars with his 45.1 percentage, 82-182. He averaged
9.6 points per game, although
fouling, out of 11 games.
Tyrone Jones, a 5-9 freshman
guard, finished the season with
a team high 102 assists, while
scoring 8.9 points per game. 69'i freshman Bill Dwane closed
out the regulars' averages with
a 7.3 mark.
Other Colonels and their
scoring averages included 6-5
senior Bob Watkins. 5 1; 6-7
freshman, Darryl Young.
3.8; 6-2 sophomore Greg
Schepman, 1.5; and 6-3
sophomore Mike Oyer, 0.3.
Eastern's 18 losses tied the
school record for most defeats,
a mark set during the 1966-67
season.
•

The Eastern Colonels finished
the 1974-75 season with a 7-18
overall and 3-11 loop record in
the Ohio Valley Conference,
good enough for a seventh
place tie in the final league
standings.
Coach Bob Mulcahy's EKU
club, which finished the season
0-12 on the road and with an
eight-game losing streak, were
led in scoring by 6-4 junior
forward Carl Brown.
Brown paced Eastern with his
18.8 average, hitting on 205 of
493 field goal attempts, the
latter only 11 shy of the season
mark set in the 1970-71 season of
504 by George Bryant. Brown
also was the second-leading
rebounder on the squad with a
6.6 mark.
«
Mike Oliver, a 6-71* freshman, and Jimmy Segar, a 6-4
junior, closed out double figure
scorers for the Colonels with
13.1 averages, respectively.
Oliver led EKU in minutes
played with 910-plus and in
rebounding with an 11.5
average.
Segar was the top free throw
shooter on the club with his 78.8
percentage, hitting 52 of his 66
free tosses. He also added 5.8
rebounds per game to the
Colonel attack.
Darryl Davis, a 6-3 freshman

THE EASTERN football team works out on weights and
various other isotonic exercises. This is just part of the
Colonel's program to develop strength during the winter

months. The Colonels will begin spring workouls. Wednesday.
March 19. Students are welcome to allend workouts.
Scrimmages will be held mostly on Saturday mornings

Eels dethroned after twelve winning years
Although Terry Stoddard of
Eastern was the individual
standout at the Kentucky
intercollegiate Swimming and
Diving Championships held last
weekend at the University of
Louisville, his EKU teammates

SPECIALS

Eastern, 461. Western Kentucky. 409;Morehead State, 119;
For the first tim* in 13 years, and Louisville, 116.
"We just didn't have the
EKU could not muster enough
points to capture the KISC. This numbers you need to win a meet
season, Kentucky took the team like that," said EKU head coach
title with 643 points, followed by Don Combs, "but our men gave
did not fare as well.

it everything they had.
Especially Stoddard. He was
simply fantastic."
Of the eight events Eastern
won, Stoddard took four individual titles and was a
member of a relay team on

Women host state gymnastics meet today
Eastern will host (he second
annual Kentucky Women's
Intercollegiate Conference
state gymnastics meet today.
Five teams will compete and
Berea will participate in
exhibition.
In their last home meet.

Tenth Wave
wins campus

Eastern came in second with
69.7 against Western Carolina
who had 77.65.
Taryn Wells won the Balance
beam for Eastern with a 6.2.
Other high scorers for EKU
were Kelly Brogen with second
place for vaulting (7.4) and
third place for floor exercise
<7.55), and Margaret Bausch
received Third place on uneven
parallel bars (4.0).
The public is invited to attend
the state meet free of charge.
The meet will be held in the
Weaver Health Building
Gymnasium

Games in 1971. Also competing
will be the national caliber
gymnasts i of the University of
Louisville, Barbara Bates and
Vicki Greenwall.
KWIC, the governing body for
women's
intercollegiate
athletics in Kentucky, will
furnish awards for both individual and team honors. The
state meet is a stepping stone
toward the national championship sponsored by the
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women to be held

Last night in Begley gym.
Tenth Wave became the 1975
campus champion in basketball
Teams competing with
with a hard earned victory over Eastern for team honors are the
a tough Black Heat squad
University of Louisville,
Tenth Wave earned their way University of Kentucky and
into the finals by beating Pi Western Kentucky, along with
Kappa Alpha, the frat champs. individual
athletes
for
The housing champions then Morehead State University and
met Black Heat, who won the Berea College also parCoach Tom Higgins' Eastern
independent crown over former ticipating.
tennis team begins its outdoor
champ 7-11.
season with a swing through
Women gymnasts of national three southern states in the
Softball will begin on the
int rmural scene the Wednesday caliber will be performing at coming week, beginning with
after spring break. Schedule* this meet. Western's Adele UT-Chattanooga Saturday.
should be out today. Call 5434 Cleaves, a senior who was allaround national champion in
Other teams to be played
for further information.
Tommorrow is the deadline 1972, participated in the World during the one-week swing
Games in 1970 and the Pan Am include Emory University,
for soccer entries.

in California.

another.
The junior from
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, was
victorious in the 100-yard
freestyle. :48.65; 200 freestyle.
1:43.6, KISC record 500freestyle. 4:45.29. KISC record;
and 1.650-freestyle, 16:38.0,
KISC record.
He also turned in an outstanding anchor leg on the
winning 800-yard freestyle relay
squad of 1 43 2 Other members
of thai relay team which went
7:08.7 in that event were Tom
Linneweber, Randy Holihan
and Bob Mueller.
Linneweber, a junior from
Columbus, Ind., was a double
winner in taking the 100-yard
butterfly C54.85) and 200-yard
butterfly (2:00.2), while senior
Tom Javins of Charleston, W.
Va., won the 100-yard breaststoke in 1:02.5.

Members of EKU coach
Agnes Chrietzberg's squad
include Patty Barber, freshman, Carrollton; Margaret
Bausch (junior), Sherry
Robertson (freshman) and
Rosemary Wilson (sophomore),
Lexington; Carol Fuller
(sophomore) and
Susan
Mollenkopf
(freshman),
EKU team records set in the
Winchester; and Taryn Wells,
freshman, Middletown, Ohio. KISC meet were recorded by
Stoddard in the 200, 500, 1,000
Competition will begin at 3 and 1,650-yard freestyle*.
Eastern finished the dual
p.m. Thursday at the Weaver
Health Building gymnasium. meet season with a 6-4 record.

Netters head south, begin outdoor
season Saturday with UT-Chattanooga
Eastern completed its spring
indoor season with a 1-2 record,
having defeated Bowling Green
University, 7-2, and lost to the
University of Kentucky, 9-0, and
Western Michigan University,
5-4.

Wherever You're Going for
Spring Break, Get that extra
lift from Andy's

Get Ready For
The COLD!
Several Models
To-Choose
From
Menu &
Ladies

Georgia State University,
Florida State University
Florida A & M University and
Mercer University.

Eastern lost the services of
sophomore Joe Shaheen, who
severely sprained his right
ankle and will be lost to the
team indefinitely.
"Joe's injury will hurt, but we
hope to bounce back and get
some good playing time and
experience on this road trip,"
Higgins said.
Eastern returns home for a
March 21 match with the
University of Toledo.

RAICHLE
BOOTS

ANDY'S PIZZA PALACE

{<'
Snow Lion

110 S. Second St.

North Face

623-5400

All Sizes

The Progress wishes to clear up an error made

Mens & Ladies

In last week's Andy's ad. Andy's does not have
froo delivery as the adulated. A small charge

Phillip Gall A Son

J

230 \t. Main %.
Lexington, Ky. 40507

Is simply addad to the price of the pizza.
The Progress rogrots the error.

One out of every three Marine Corps officers
is in aviation. And we're looking for more
good men to join.them. Men who will fly some
of the world's most excitingaircraft, as
members of the world's finest air-ground
team. If you're in college now, look into our
PLC-Aviation program. There's no better
time—and no better way—to get started.

THE MARINES ARE POKING
FOR A FEW GOOD MEK
LOCALIZATION:
STARTING PAY $9600-12,000 (OVER $17,400
AFTER 4 YEARS) fc
SUMMER TRAINING ONLY WHILE IN
SCHOOL. THE CHANCE FOR UP TO $2700
IN FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.
CALL CAPT KEN FALASCO AT (502) 58359Ci

bee us in the Powell Bldg.
March 17. IB, 19 and 20

■/
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Young team
faces challenge

•V P«T WILSON

PROGRESS SPORTS EOlf—

Don't get on the Eastern basketball team's
case just yet. Take a quick look back at the last
nine games. Yes, it was a losing streak. They
lost all of them; in fact they won only seven
games all season. However, the Colonels were
only blown out twice all season. That is, they
were in every game played this year going into
the last ten minutes of play.
Eastern played every OVC school (except
Western at Western) even and led in the second
half of most games. However the Colonels used
five freshmen regularly this season and did not
have the experience and leadership needed
going into the final portion of the ball game.
One can definitely expect bigger and better
things from Eastern next year with the top
seven players coming back. Meanwhile the
recruiting should be excellent this year, with
people knowing that at Eastern, freshmen get a
chance to play.
Congratulations are in order for the women's
basketball team who won their fourth straight
state championship last weekend on the road in
Murray. Now they will advance to the regionals
along with UK and Murray. The regionals will
be held this weekend at Elon College in South
Carolina.
Spring practice will be underway when the
students get back and Coach Roy Kidd's OVC
champions will be working hard every day.
Eastern will scrimmage mostly on Saturdays
with moderate workouts during the week.
Students are welcome watch practices.
Eastern will be preparing to defend their OVC
title next year and hopefully get a chance in the
NCAA Division II playoffs next year. Coach
Kidd seems to feel, "That East Tennessee will
be real tough next year. Austin Peay has
recruited well and their coach is optimistic." I
didn't ask Coach Kidd about Western, but
surely the Toppers will have a good team next
year and Eastern will get to play them here for
homecoming and that's something to make
spring exciting just thinking about it.
Congratulations are also in order for the intramural playoff champions.
Black Heat
dethroned 7-11 for the independent crown.
Tenth Wave, the housing champ, defeated Pi
Kappa Alpha, the fraternity winner, to earn the
right^tj>play Black Heat fo> campus honors.
That game was played last night after press
deadlines.
The women's intramural playoffs will not be
played until the week after spring break.

Gymnasts almost pull
upset, hold state meet
VThe Eastern men's gymnastic
team put on its finest performance ever last weekend
when it almost upset a highly
regarded Memphis State squad.
Eastern scored the highest ever
for a Colonel squad when it
amassed 172 points without cocaptain Billy Sherrill. Memphis
scored an impressive 177.

Eastern is now ready for the
state tourney which they will
host in the auxiliary gym Friday
night, beginning at 7:30. The
Colonels will go for their fourth
straight state championship
against Murray, Kentucky and
Georgetown. Eastern is now 8-2
on the season after last
Saturday's loss to Memphis.

Donnie Williams of the Cats tries to break a 7-11 press. 7-11
went on to win the game but their two year reign as campus
champs was stopped by Black Heat. Black Heat and Tenth
Wave met last night to determine the campus honors for 1975.

As four seniors return

Golfers head south
to open season

Coach Art Harvey's Eastern yard dash with a time of :49.7.
Two EKU relays turned in
Kentucky University track
team opens its 1975 outdoor fine efforts.
The distance
season Saturday when it travels medley
relay of Bryan
to Columbia, S.C., for a meet Robinson, Tyrone Harbut. Bob
with the University of South Moffett and Mark Yellin'
Carolina and East Carolina finished second with a 10:07.
University.
while the mile relay team of
"This meet will certainly be a Robinson, Harbut, Wiggins and
challenge for our young team," Dennis Donahue ran third with
said Harvey. "South Carolina a clocking.
finished third last season in the
"Our mile relay squad ran
NCAA indoor meet and East
extremely well considering the
Carolina has a fine team and is circumstances," Harvey said.
especially strong in the sprint
"A member of the team in a
events."
lane next to ours fell and caused
Eastern closed its indoor our man to drop the baton, but
season last weekend in
we were still able to finish
Columbus. Ohio, at the Ohio
third."
> State-USTFF meet.
Several
Boyd missed qualifying for
outstanding performances were the NCAA in the 60-yard dash hy
turned in by the Colonels track- only a tenth of a second.
men," according to Harvey.
Robinson had already qualified
Sophomore Elmo Boyd ran a for the NCAA in the 600-yard
6.2 in the preliminaries of the 60- run with his 1:10.9 in an earlier
yard dash and later finished meet.
sixth in the finals. Mark Yell in
lumed in a personal best of
4:13.8 in the mile run and Joe
Wiggins tied for third in the 440-

Two invitationals in South
Carolina next week open the
spring portion of Eastern's 1975
golf schedule.
The Eastern team plays in the
Furman Invitational, Monday
and Tuesday in Greenville, and
the Palmetto Invitational in
Orangeburg, Thursday through
Sunday of next week.
Leading returnees this season
fcurEKU include seniors Roc
Irey and Dan Nicolet, juniors
Dan Bogdan, Dave Ryan and
Bob Holloway and sophmore
Kevin Schuck.
Newcomers to the program
include junior college transfer
Chuck Irons, sophmore Dana
Andrews and freshmen Paul
Lococo andTomTierney. Other
squad members include senior
Steve Beban, juniors Bob
Colacella and Bob Salera, sophmore Brian McCall and freshmen Keith Buky, Ron Henson,
Joe Mooney and Mark Wilson.
Jim Suttie, in his first season
as head golf coach at Eastern, is
very optimistic about the spring
of '75 and the future of EKU
golf.
"We have many things going
for us here at Eastern," said
Suttie. "Glenn Presnell (former EKU golf coach who is now
retired) did a fine job with these
boys and a lot of credit for
anything we do should go to him
for recruiting such fine
golfers." Suttie also had
praise for the winter conditioning program and the
beautiful golf course and
practice area available at
Eastern.
"Our winter program helps

motivate our golfers to do their
best and Arlington, our 18- hole
golf course, is certainly a
drawing card. For example,
this year we have three big
tournaments scheduled for our
course: the Colonel Classic,
involving 22 teams; the EKU
Spring Invitational with 20
teams; and the 1975 OVC
championship match."
Suttie sees East Tennessee,
Middle Tennesee and Murray
State as the teams to beat in the
Ohio Valley Conference but
does not rule out Eastern as one
of the contending teams.
"Our conference oopponents
will know we're around this
year and in years to come, "
Suttie said.

Tues. & Wed.

Childien UndKi 12

50t

ELTON

Adults

JOHN

Rockamentary
Gerald Roy hosts a one
hour special featuring
the story of Elton John

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19
10:00 P.M.
WEKU-FM

88.9 ON YOUR FM DIAL

I
I
I
I
I

/* Eltgant*

Almoiphut

«H

fisdaxing, <foun<p.

* <■

With Drink*
for Your Enjoyment
rOR RUIRVATIONI
AND INFORMATION

Restaurant 623-9801
And Lounge
LOCATED MIDWAY BETWEEN EASTERN BY PASS ft
BIG HILL AVE. AT 1401 E. MAIN IRVINE RD.

Bryan Robinson

MONEY TO LOAN

1
I ASTARTS TODAY

iT

it 7130 ft 9:30

■-.

On Anything Of Value.

JIM'S PAWN SHOP
LBus Station
SMth Third Street Mchnropo. Kentucky j

**RICHMOND DRIVE IN**
FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
Admission: $1.50 Children 6-11 50'

A little SQUIRT
makes a big SPLASH!
The Loveable Bug's back doin' his thing!

ITZ %, U2A MlNNtZLLl

dourney Back
Starring the Voices ol (* «p«tot<*l
KILTON

THURS.. MAR. 13-8:00 PM
LOUISVILLE CONVENTION CENTER

HtRSCMtl

P*ill

MMGMK1

White.
Shine of
the times.
Roblee's white
patent slip-on. It's
one great way to
match all the
colors you're
wearing. Try a
pair. Careful
craftsmanship
builds in comfort.

OF 2
ACADEMY AWARDS!

TECHNICOLOR
.HELEN

KEN

STEFANE

JOHN

HAYES BERRY POWERS MclNTIRE WYNN
M.HLmULSH •

Mur.

•►*. .-.-.BUriLSH -o^ ROBERT STEVENSON ,

www o» em** <*T« ooifcfcmow co wc Q iw mm Qm*r, »HI.BI^

^k

,/

* MONSJE»
_«i null

Mr

PLUS 2ND

30.99

FAMILY FUTURE

* »o.»

mmn mum torn
- jrrsj*

751

SufWib (Dining

««

Phis: SECOND ACTS TO BE ANNOUNCED

Campus Movie

March 18-19

I
I
I

HUMBLE
IE

TICKETS NOW ON SALE: Convention Center, 525 W. Walnut
Vine Records: LMttwrhead: and Subwajr Boutique; or b, Mail
Qrder to trie Convention Center, S29 W, Walnut Louisville,
Kentuc*,. Enclose a »eH addressed, stamped envelope.

lll<r>l w AUDI I OHIUM

with invitationals

BOB BAGERIS PRESENTS IN LOUISVILLE

PRICES: $530 H purchased In advance.
$6.50 on the day of the thaw. General admission.

Campus Movie

Track men open
outdoor season at
South Carolina

DOWN ^ PAT

Page 7

MILS JONES PROVINt McOOWALL
*

riMli

At 7.45 i 9:45

V
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Bus hearing

Senate serves students
by publishing leaflet,
activities calender
BY WAYNE III till I I I

suff Writer
The Student Senate is now attempting
lo serve Eastern students by publishing a
student fact sheet and an activities
calendar to be published after spring
break.
The student fact sheet is a leaflet in
eluding telephone numbers which a
student may need during his stay at
Eastern.
Jerry Frew, senator, who did the
headwork and research on the fact sheet,
said that senators who attended the
National Student Association Regional
Conference in Terre Haute, Indiana last
fall, gol the idea for the leaflet. The idea
originated at Indiana University.
Frew said that some of the senators
feel thai there is a real need for the fact
sheet on campus to save unnecessary
lelephone calls to wrong offices while
trying to get information. He deems it a
public service.
Included among the areas the
telephone numbers cover, he said, are
numbers where one can get information

Emcee Axum
< Continued from prge one)
experience for Ms. Axum include: five
years of voice training at the University
of Arkansas; member of the UArketettes (an internationally known
student singing group); and eight years
of piano.
In addition, she has been a guest soloist
with The Lubbock Symphony, The
Arkansas Symphony Orchestra and The
South Arkansas Symphony.
Ms. Axum is currently employed as
Research Associate to the Dean of
Communication at the University of
Texas at. Austin.
Her duties include
being director of communication job
placement, and in charge of public
relations and special events.
She received her BA degree in Speech
and Drama at the University of Arkansas
in 1965 in 1968 obtained her MA degree
from there
Pageant ceremonies will begin at 7:30
p.m. March 25, in Hiram Brock
Auditorium Tickets in advance cost SI,
and at the door. $1.50.

■ Continued from page one)

about the draft, students can find out
about getting their Kentucky driver's
licenses renewed, students can gel
sexual counseling and birth control information, and numbers where sludents
can get information about the night life in
Richmond
He said that the fact sheet, which will
be in the form of a three-page leaflet, will
be published the first week after spring
break He said that one leaflet will be
provided to every dormitory room, and
that off-campus students may get sheets
at the Information Desk in the Powell
Building
According to Frew, students should
remember that some important numbers
may be left out. and thai some numbers
included on the sheel may be unnecessary, but
the
senate is only
trying now. "Itmaynol be perfect, but is
only the first time around,"'he said
Frew said that the idea for the activities calendar came from the Terre
Haute Conference, also The idea is (hat
all events happening on campus during a
particular month will be posted on a
bulletin board.
Such
activities would include
fraternity and sorority meetings, concerts, athletic events, regional conferences for various organizations,
recitals, field trips, art exhibits, and
departmental club meetings.
The calendar will be found near the
Information Desk in the Powell Building.
Anyone requesting an activity to be pul
on the calendar has lo get the activity
cleared through Susan Cooper, student
government secretary.
The fact sheet and the calendar are
being published on a trial basis to see
how well Ihey work out.
If students
respond favorably to them, they will be
published annually from now on. he said.
He stated that these two services are
attempts on the part of the Student
Senate to do something productive for the
student body. Frew said that the senate
apologizes for taking so long to get these
two services accomplished, bul the
Senate has run into problems along the
way.
"The work on the fact sheet could not
have been accomplished without the
typing and manual work done by Susan
Cooper and
the calender would not
have been set up without the assistance
given him by Mike Duggins. senator."
Frew said.

Phiilu by Dim Wallbaunt

Milling around

No, these are not giant mushrooms, bul
cement seats in the ravine. Danita
Maynard. a sophomore at Eastern,
survives a tumultuous midlerm week by

studying outdoors.
From Radcliffe.
Kentucky. Danita is majoring in special
education.

EKU discipline oriented

Drug abuse cited as problem
BY BECKY HA.WKH
Staff Writer

Eastern has a better reputation lhan
most universities as far as drugs go.
according to Kentucky Stale Police
Trouper David Patterson.
But while there is a relatively small
drug problem here. Patterson said that
all drugs are available on campus.
"This is a discipline oriented campus."
Patterson said, "and that could be Ihe
reason for the small amount of drug use".
However, a user could find whatever he~
wants on Eastern's campus."
He added that Ihe latest yearly figure

available for drug arrests in Madison
County was 32. a relatively small
number.
Patterson made these remarks last
Tuesday at a drug "rap session" in
Palmer Hall.
He said he felt the drug problem was no
beller now than it was five years ago.
Bul in spite of the increasing rale of
arrests. Patterson did not feel the
situation was worse.
"Statistics are climbing; arrests are
going up and the age is going down.
Perhaps this is because police are better
trained lo dig out drugs and arrest offenders," he said.
Patterson said (here were two full time

drug workers in his division of Ihe stale
police. (Patterson is nol one of these
two.)
He added that there were nol as many
"narcs" as Ihe department would like to
have and ciled lack of money as the
reason for Ihe shortage.
Patterson also spoke on the public's
altitude toward drug arrests. "People
jusl don'l understand the police role in
our community." he said. He added that
he would not enforce the laws against
drug use unless (he offender was in a
public place.
o.
"I don'l particularly give a damn why
people use drugs," he said. "I jusl don'l
want Ihem on our highways."

work. .i...'. M.7S lo return.
The Rev A C C.oodlow described the"
broken down conditions of Ihe city cabs;
and said because Richmond has grown so]
much, over the past 20 years during his'
residency. "Any fool would know we need
transportation." With "amen" approval*
Irom the court audience, he said. "Don'lsay amen . they don't allow that her*."*
When Spurlm asked Goodlbw if he had,
any "expertise" in Ihe cab business,;
Goodlow replied. "Yes in 1917. I ran anj
old Ford that hauled people lo and from,
Danville, and thai is comparable lo some
oi die services you see in Richmond."
Kara L. Sione. assislanl professor of
■Octal science al Eastern.explained thai
although she had experience with Ihe cab
system, she was "not an 'expert' in the
feasibility of cab routine, its day lo day
liookkccping. and no expert' in running
ihe cab service."
She said lhal there are times when she
was forced lo call a cab, when il was
snowing and she could nol drive. One
lime, she called a cab at 7 a.m.. and the
cab arrived only afler she had phoned
several limes. She noticed thai she was
not alone, and after ihe other people were
delivered all over Ihe city, she got tw
school five minutes before her 8:00class'.
Raymond Black told Ihe court of his 42
years of service in the "oldest and bcsl
privately owned bus line" in Richmond
before it ceased operation in I960. For"
approximately six years, he was co^
owner in the Richmond city lines, and
abandoned lhal operation in 1955. They
were non-profit organizations, and no
salaries were given except to Ihe drivers.!
In addition lo this experience, he added
thai he hadoperaled a garage which onlycharged for the necessary parts lo keep
Ihe buses rolling
He abandoned Ihe
operations because Ihey were not
economically feasible.
Black, who is now an executive in
housing developments, said "(here is no
question in my mind lhal. (hen and now,
Richmond needs a bus line. I have 335
family units I would like lo see a bus line
going through every 30 minutes
Black explained thai it was Ihe expense
of fuel, labor, acquiring adequate insurance, and Ihe major companies GM,
Ford, and Chrysler that pul him oul of
business. He added. "With prices today,
if someone can operate it la bus line),
amen!"
Another Richmond resident Mary
Bales, commented on the altendence at
the hearing. "If you will look around, yoa
will notice school children lo Senior
citizens are present. For all of them lo
come oul, lhal says a lot for ilaelf. This it
Ihe largest crowd since the urban
renewal case. If people come oul, thai
means thai people wanl something I
Feasibility goes a little bil farther lhan
money."
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